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About This Game

Gunny Clock is a perfect game to pass a game session in a relaxed way, playing a simple but very fun game.

In this game you will face in each level a different challenge but with the same mechanics.
You will see that there are several clocks with their needles spinning, at a close distance. The objective in each level is to pass

the clock on the clock to reach the last clock, for that there will be a preset initial clock, and the route to take is free.

It may seem simple but there are several inducements that make the game more difficult than it seems:

-The clocks have different sizes between them, even at the same level. That difference in size means that there is a difference in
the speed of rotation between them, making the step between them difficult.

-As the game progresses, the levels will contain more clocks in them, and in addition to the number of clocks, the distance
between them will change, making the steps of the needle more difficult.

Apart from all that, the style and graphics of the game are simple and elegant, perfectly matching the theme and tone of the
game
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